
4 WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM

A youtube link displaying all the drills has been attached.

SPRINTS

100/200m Group:

For those that can get to Centennial Park, they have markings around the main field.
(The black markings are every 50m I’m pretty sure). If no access to markings, step out or measure markings as
accurately as possible. The hill at the eastern end of Queens Park is a good example for the hill sprints.
If you could keep a record of times to see improvements that would be great. Especially for time trial day in
week 4.

Jumps - All over 15m:

- Double Leg forward
- Double Leg backward
- Single Leg hop forward
- Single Leg hop sideways
- 2 hops right leg/ 2 hops left leg forwards

Then:
- 2 x 15 pogo jumps on the spot
- 2 x 10 squat jumps on the spot

Legend:
R — Rest
AD — Ankle dribbles
CD — Calf dribbles
HK - High Knees

Week 1
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 2
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 3
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 4
(DOWN WEEK)

Monday
(Acceleration)

Warm up
4 x Bounding over
30m R - 2mins

2 sets of:
- 5 x squat

jumps
- 2 x 20m

hill sprint
- 2 x 20m

flat sprint
R - 90sec between
reps
R - 5mins between
sets

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
4 x Bounding over
30m R - 2mins

3 sets of:
- 5 x squat

jumps
- 2 x 20m

hill sprint
- 2 x 20m

flat sprint
R - 90sec between
reps
R - 5mins between
sets

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
4 x Bounding over
30m R - 2mins

3 sets of:
- 5 x squat

jumps
- 2 x 20m

hill sprint
- 2 x 20m

flat sprint
R - 90sec between
reps
R - 5mins between
sets

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
2 x Bounding over
30m R - 2mins

1 set of:
- 5 x squat

jumps
- 2 x 20m

hill sprint
- 2 x 20m

flat sprint
R - 90sec between
reps

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Tuesday Rest Rest Rest Rest



Wednesday
(Speed

Endurance)

Warm up
2 sets of:

- 25s run
- 20s run
- 15s run

(run as far as you
can for given time)

R- 1min between
reps
R - 6-8mins
between sets

Core

Warm up
2 sets of:

- 30s run
- 25s run
- 20s run

(run as far as you
can for given time)

R- 1min between
reps
R - 6-8mins
between sets

Core

Warm up
2 sets of:

- 30s run
- 25s run
- 25s run

(run as far as you
can for given time)

R - 1min between
reps
R - 6-8mins
between sets

Core

Warm up
2 sets of:

- 15s run
- 15s run
- 15s run

(run as far as you
can for given time)

R- 1min between
reps
R - 6-8mins
between sets

Core

Thursday Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Friday
(Top End Speed)

Warm up
- 2 x 20m AD
- 2 x 20m CD
- 2 x 20m HK

2 sets of:
- 2 x 40m
- 2 x 60m
- 1 x 80m

R - 3 mins between
reps
R - 8mins between
sets

Jumps
(5mins max)

Warm up
- 2 x 20m AD
- 2 x 20m CD
- 2 x 20m HK

2 sets of:
- 2 x 40m
- 2 x 60m
- 2 x 80m

R - 3 mins between
reps
R - 8mins between
sets

Jumps
(5mins max)

Warm up
- 2 x 20m AD
- 2 x 20m CD
- 2 x 20m HK

2 sets of:
- 3 x 60m
- 3 x 80m

R - 3 mins between
reps
R - 8mins between
sets

Jumps
(5mins max)

Time Trial
Warm up

40m 100%
60m 100%
80m 100%

R - 8mins between
each run.

Saturday Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Sunday Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

400m Group:

For those that can get to Centennial Park, they have markings around the main field.
(The black markings are every 50m I’m pretty sure). If no access to markings, step out or measure markings as
accurately as possible.
If you could keep a record of times to see improvements that would be great. Especially for time trial day in
week 4.

Jumps - All over 15m:
- Double Leg forward
- Double Leg backward
- Single Leg hop forward
- Single Leg hop sideways



- 2 hops right leg/ 2 hops left leg forwards
Then:

- 2 x 15 pogo jumps on the spot
- 2 x 10 squat jumps on the spot

Legend:
CS — Crouch start
R — Rest
AD — Ankle dribbles
CD — Calf dribbles
HK - High Knees

Week 1
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 2
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 3
(Use Legend for

keywords)

Week 4
(DOWN WEEK)

Monday
(Speed)

Warm up
3x20m AD/10m
CD /10m HK

Change shoes

2x20m CS
R - 3mins
2x40m CS
R - 5mins
1x60m
R - 6mins

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
3x20m AD/10m
CD /10m HK

Change shoes

2x20m CS
R - 3mins
2x40m CS
R - 5mins
1x60m
R - 6mins
1x80m

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
3x20m AD/10m
CD /10m HK

Change shoes

2x20m CS
R - 3mins
2x40m CS
R - 5mins
1x60m
R - 6mins
1x80m

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Warm up
6x60m 90% in flats

R - 2-3mins
between runs

Jumps and core
(5-10mins max)

Tuesday Rest Rest Rest Rest

Wednesday
(Speed
Endurance)

Warm up
2x (2x200m)

R - 1min with runs
R - 10mins with
sets
Jog for warm down
Core
(5mins max)

Warm up
2x (2x200m)

R- 1min with runs
R - 10mins with
sets
Jog for warm down
Core
(5mins max)

Warm up
2x (2x200m)

R - 1min with runs
R - 10mins with
sets
Jog for warm down
Core
(5mins max)

Time Trial:

150m CS 100%
R- 15-20mins
300m 100%

Thursday Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Recovery Day
E.g. stretch, roller,
trigger ball etc

Friday
(Endurance/Temp

o)

Warm up
5x300m 85%
R - 3mins

Jog for warm down

Core
(5mins max)

Warm up
6x300m 85%
R - 3mins

Jog for warm down

Core
(5mins max)

Warm up
6x300m 85%
R - 3mins

Jog for warm down

Core
(5mins max)

Warm up
3x300m 95%
R - 5mins

Jog for warm down

Core
(5mins max)



Saturday Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Active Recovery
E.g. go for a walk
or swim etc

Sunday Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

Rest or same as
Saturday

MIDDLE DISTANCE

800m, 1500m & 3000m Group:

Ideally if you can find a track open, an AFL oval or Centennial Park (McKay Oval) to do the Tuesday and
Thursday sessions then you will be able to estimate distances.  If you are not sure about accurate distances then
just go by the general rule that 100m is around 15-20s at a decent pace.
Therefore:

● 300m (45-60s)
● 400m (60-80s)
● 600m (1min 30s - 2mins)
● 800m (2mins 40s - 3mins)
● 1k (3mins 20s - 4mins 30s)

For many these sessions will be very challenging and hard to judge the pace so always remember if you
compare it to the following example it may be easier to understand.

Imagine you had 20 Litres of water for 10 days.

Scenario 1:  If you drink all the water in 5 days then Day 5-10 would mean you become very thirsty and struggle
to function effectively.

Scenario 2:  However if you drink 2L per day then by the last day you would be left with exactly enough to feel
hydrated.

What I mean by this is that if you ease into the reps rather than go as hard as you can, then by the later reps it
will be very difficult but the times will hopefully be more consistent.

I hope this makes sense and I'm happy for people to contact me to better explain this application to sessions.

Key:

● Warm Up & Cool Down - 5min light jog at a conversational pace
● Drills - Ankling, ankle dribbles, calf dribbles, high knees, A skip, B skip, Scissors and Frankensteins

(refer to video attachments)
● Strides/Run throughs - typically 100m in length ranging from 70-90%
● B/W - Between
● Rest - Just walk around please don’t stand still
● Steady - Rather than a sprint just controlled hard running



Please refer to two tables below for all training and session breakdowns for each age group

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Monday Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Tuesday*
(Race specific)

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

2 sets of
3-5 x 400m with
2 mins rest

(5mins rest b/w
sets)

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

4-6 x 600m with
2 mins 30s rest

(5mins rest)

8x15s steady with 15s
rest

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

2 sets of
3-5 x 400m with
2 mins rest

(5mins rest
b/w sets)

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

4-6 x 600m with
2 mins 30s rest

(5mins rest)

8x15s steady with
15s rest

Cool down

Wednesday Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Thursday**
(Race specific)

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

3 sets of 3 x 300m
with 1min 30s rest

(5mins b/w sets)

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

2 sets of 5-6 x 200m
with 60s rest

(5mins b/w sets)

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

3 sets of 3 x 300m
with 1min 30s rest

(5mins b/w sets)

Cool down

Session:

Warm up, drills +
strides

2 sets of 5-6 x 200m
with 60s rest

(5mins b/w sets)

Cool down

Friday Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Active Rest -

Walk or light
stretching/foam
rolling

Saturday***
(Long Run)

30mins - 50mins
+
5x100m strides
walk back

30mins - 50mins
+
5x100m strides
walk back

35mins - 55mins +

5x100m strides
walk back

35mins - 55mins
+
5x100m strides
walk back

Sunday Rest Day Rest Day Rest Day Rest Day



Session Days:

Tuesday* Week 1 & 3 Weeks 2 & 4

12-14 years 2 sets x 3x400m 4 x 600m
8x15s steady with 15s rest

15-16 years 2 sets x 4x400m 5 x 600m
8x15s steady with 15s rest

17 years - Opens 2 sets x 5x400m 6 x 600m
8x15s steady with 15s rest

Thursday** Week 1 & 3 Weeks 2 & 4

12-14 years 3 sets of 3 x 300m 2 sets of 5 x 200m with 60s rest

15-16 years 3 sets of 3 x 300m 2 sets of 6 x 200m with 60s rest

17 years - Opens 3 sets of 3 x 300m 2 sets of 6 x 200m with 60s rest

Saturday*** Week 1 & 2 Weeks 3 & 4

12-14 years 30mins 35mins

15-16 years 40mins 45mins

17 years - Opens 50mins 55mins

HURDLES

Block 1

Cramp - Stop running
Niggles - Stop running
Pain - Stop running
Pain but goes away after warm up - Contact Roff
Pain in any area morning after session on consistent basis - Contact Roff

● Warm up - Jog 1 lap of field + 8x100m with drill at each end
● Walking drills - (10m)  squat walk forward + backwards, crab walk both sides, low lunge walk forward

+ backwards) x2
● Running drills - (10m)  A + B skips, high knees
● Hurdle drills - x3 lead, trail, middle
● Accelerations - 3-4x40m
● Core - Double leg hammy iso 50 secs (leg almost straight), double leg glute bridge 50 sec + plank &

side plank 1 min each) x2
● Warm down - Jog session off



With hurdles

Tuesday
(85% effort)

Thursday
(70%max HR)

Saturday Sunday
(70%max HR)

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Hurdle drills
Accelerations
Run in start to 1stH
(13.72m from start (take
8 steps)) + 5H 8.5m
apart (91cm)) x2 with
walk back recovery) x2
sets
Core
Warm down

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Run (60m, 1 min break
x4) x2/3 sets
Hurdle drills
Core
Warm down

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Hurdle drills
Accelerations
Run 12H 8.5m apart
91cm x 3, 4 mins
recovery between each
run.
Jumps – Frog leap +
hoping each side 20m x2
+ bounds 40m x2
Warm down

Warm up or pool session
– 100m x2 (rest 2 mins
between). Swim 400m
@ 70%maxHR
Core

Without hurdles - Queens Park athletics oval/Sylvania track & no track

Tuesday
(85% effort)

Thursday
(70%max HR)

Saturday
(85%max HR)

Sunday
(70%max HR)

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Accelerations
Track - Run 180m
(21-22s), 150m
(18-19s), 120m
(15-17s), 100m (13-14s)
once. 3-4min break
between each run.
No Track – 100m
(13-15s), 30s break, 80m
(10-11s) 30s, 60m
(8-9s)) x2
Core
Warm down

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Run (60m, 1 min break
x4) x2/3 sets
Core
Warm down

Warm up
Walking drills
Running drills
Accelerations or high
knees in water 10s on
50s off) x 3.
Track – 150m walk back
x2) x3 sets or 2 sets of 3.
No track, do pool
session – Run 15s rest
45s, run 20s rest 40s, run
30 sec) x2 sets. Rest 4-6
mins between sets.
Jumps – Frog leap +
hoping each side 20m x2
+ bounds 40m x2
Warm down

Warm up or pool session
– 100m x2 (rest 2 mins
between). Swim 400m
@ 70%maxHR. Swim
100m cooldown.
Core



HIGH JUMP & LONG JUMP

● Warm up: jog and stretch
● Drills: Skip (High and Low) x 2
● Criss cross, Click  heels together
● Straight legs x 2
● Running backwards, Butt kicks
● High Knees

Jumping exercises (pick ONLY 3 exercise per session)

● Standing long jump  3x3
● Hopping over 5 cones  L/R x 2
● Jumping back and forth over cones
● Hopping up steps
● Running up steps
● Running figure 8 hand in air with broom stick
● 3 stride run and jump up to basketball ring
● Duck walk and bridges

Runs

● 20m x2, 40m x2, 60m x 2, 150m x1

Warm down and stretch

THROWS (best works in pairs)

Items (if available):
- Broomstick / long wooden pole
- Brick
- Markers

Warm up:
● One lap jog
● Dynamic Stretches:

○ Swinging arms clockwise, anticlockwise, across body)
○ Swinging Legs
○ High Knees
○ Heel flicks

● Warm up Acceleration sprints: 4 x 30m

Thrower Speed work:
● Walk-in sprints: 2 sets of 3 lengths (20m/30m/40m) with walkback recovery
● “Pitter-Patter” 15m Sprints, 4 times:  Person A does small, fast steps on the spot.  Person B claps after a

short but random period of time.  Person A explodes off the mark, sprinting forwards. Important for
reaction time in circle

Body Weight Exercises (Any order, but try to avoid using same muscle groups back to back):

● Explosive Push-ups: Clap push-ups, 4 sets of 5-6
● Squat-jumps: Exploding off ground as high into air as possible, 4 sets of 5



● Two-Legged Frog leaps, 4 sets of 5:  Starting from mark, jump off two legs forwards, swinging arms
for momentum. Without pausing, land and use momentum to continue to drive into the second jump,
then into the third etc.

● Tricep Dips, 4 sets of 10: Use a bench or two chairs and position yourself in between.  Raise feet off
ground for difficulty

● Single Leg Bounds: 3 sets of 6 (3 each side, be careful if ground wet / slippery)
● Barbell swings:  Using a broom, place across shoulders with arms over top, forming a T-shape.  Slowly

rotate arms and therefore torso clockwise / anticlockwise as far as comfortable, developing flexibility
in torso region important for throws


